1. Introduction. Bellf has constructed an arithmetic for an algebra of logic or (following the terminology of Shefferî) a Boolean algebra, which presents gratifying analogies to the arithmetics of rational and other fields. In only one detail is the similarity less close than seems appropriate to the difference in the structures of the algebras themselves-namely, in the properties of the concept congruence. In this note I shall show that a slightly more general definition retains all the properties of the congruence given by Bell and restores several analogies to rational arithmetic lost by the Bell definition.
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All the notation and terminology of the paper of Bell (to which reference should be made for results not here repeated) other than those relating to congruence are followed in the present treatment.
In particular, we utilize the two (dual) interpretations of arithmetic operations and relations in ?: 2. Residuals. It will be convenient to amplify slightly Bell's treatment of residuals. By the residual of b with respect to a in Si, bra, is meant the quotient of a by the G. C. D. of a and b. Transforming this into a form equivalent for 21 and suitable, by the non-appearance of the concept quotient, for analogy in ?, Bell uses for 2 substantially the following: ßra is the G. C. D. of all X such that a divides the arithmetic product of X and ß. If we use interpretation I, we have that ßra is the algebraic (in this case also arithmetic) sum of all X such that a |X/3. But for any such X, \ßa=\ß for which it is necessary and sufficient that X=£(a+/3'), where £ is any element of 8. The sum of all such X is a 4-/3'.
If we adopt interpretation II, we find similarly that the residual of ß with respect to a is aß'. We may thus add to the table of interpretations (r) Residual: ßra: a+ß', aß'.
For both interpretations we may write ßra = asß'.
3. Congruence. In rational number theory the assertion a=b mod to means that a -bis divisible by to. If we desire to remain within the set of non-negative rational integers, we may say that a=b mod to if there exist c, x, y such that a=c+mx, b=c+my.
We adopt correspondingly as the definition for g, in place of Bell's (1.1)-(1.7):
a=ß mod p if there exist y, £, v such that a=ys(ßp^), ß=ys(ßpr]).
We shall see that this definition satisfies Bell's (1.1)-(1.4) and the Boolean analogies of his (1.5), (1.6) just as do his own interpretations (4.1), (4.2), gives even a better analogy for his (1.7), and preserves several other important analogies with rational arithmetic which otherwise fail.
Under interpretation I we have for a=ß mod p a = 7 + M¿, 0 = 7 + p.ij.
Multiplying (algebraically) by p', we find ap'=yp', ßp' =yp'; hence ap'=ßp'. But conversely this condition is sufficient for a=ß mod p; for if ap'=ßp', we may choose y=ap' =ßp', £=a, r¡ =ß. Under interpretation II we find similarly that for a=ß mod p it is necessary and sufficient that a+p' =ß+p'.
We therefore replace Bell's interpretations by the following:
In both cases, a=ß mod p if and only if app'=ßpp'. 4. Satisfaction of Bell's conditions. The first four of Bell's conditions (1.1)-(1.4), stated directly for ? in terms of the congruence notation, are as follows:
If a=?ß mod p, then ß=a mod p.
If a=ß mod m and ß=y mod p, then a=y mod p.
If a=ß mod m and 7 = 5 mod p, then asy=ßs5 mod p. If a=^ß mod p and 7^5 mod p, thenapy=ßpb mod p. That these hold under our criterion app'=ßpp' is evident.
[April Bell's statement of (1.5) has as its Boolean analogue: a=f mod p if and only if p divides a.
Testing in interpretation I, we have that ap' = w if and only it u\a; that is, ap' = a if and only if ap=a, which is true.
The Boolean analogue of Bell's (1.6) is the following: If Ka = Kß mod p, then a=ß mod nrp. Under interpretation I, the hypothesis is (Ka)p' = (icß)p', and the conclusion a(pt+k')'=ß(ß+k')'; but these statements are identical. Bell's last condition (1.7) is intended to furnish the analogue of the following in rational arithmetic: a=a mod m. Such an analogue holds, under Bell's (4.1, 4.2), only in the special form (equivalent in the rational case) OsO mod m. But obviously with the definition of the present paper, we have the complete analogue a = a mod p.
In close relationship to this result lies the fact that under Bell's form of congruence no two elements of a Boolean algebra can be congruent unless each is congruent to the arithmetic zero. Indeed, we may compare the generality of the two ideas by observing that while our definition makes a=ß mod p if and only if app'=ßpp', Bell's definition makes a=ß mod p if and only if app.'=ßpp'=C; the latter thus singles out one of the residue classes into which we shall in the next section distribute all the elements of a Boolean algebra.
5. Residue classes. In rational number theory (with positive and negative integers) a and b belong to the same residue class with respect to m if a = b mod m. The residue class of an element a contains all elements x which can be written in the form x = a+my. If we restrict ourselves to non-negative integers we may say that the residue class of a consists of all x such that x = a+my and all x such that a=x+my.
We may then naturally call an element a of a residue class the generator of the class if every member x of the class can be written in the form x = a+my. We shall say similarly for 8: the residue class of a consists of all £ such that £=as(ppr>) and all £ such that a=i-s(fj.pr¡) ; a is the generator of its residue class if and only if every member £ of the class can be written in the form ¡z=as(p.pr¡). The following theorems are then analogues of theorems in the non-negative rational case:
Every residue class with respect to a modulus p possesses one and only one generator.
a=ß mod p. if and only if a and ß belong to the same residue class with respect to the modulus p.
We shall confine the proofs to interpretation I. To prove the first theorem, let a be any member of a residue class; then a0=ap' is a generator. For if either £=a+pn or a = ¡-+pr¡, then £p'=ap', and £=a0+pl;. There can not be two distinct generators a0, a¡i; for if «i=a0+pi]o and a0=ai+pr¡i, it follows that «i |«o and «o \ax, so that ax =a0.
The second theorem is obvious, since the generators of the residue classes of a and ß, which are respectively ap' and ßp', will be equal if and only if a=ß mod p.
It is clear that the elements of a Boolean algebra which can participate in Bell's definition of congruence are those belonging to the single residue class whose generator is f.
6. Coprimality. Two elements a, ß of a Boolean algebra are called coprime (Bell, (22.1)) when agß=v. We may express this in terms of congruence (without any precise analogue in rational arithmetic): a and ß are coprime if and only if a=v mod ß. For the definition of coprimality, agß = v, is the same as asß=v, which is equivalent to apß' = vpß' or a=v mod ß.
7. The linear congruence; arithmetic reciprocals. It is remarkable that while algebraic division (i.e., solution of linear equation) in ? is nearly always impossible or non-unique, arithmetic division with respect to a modulus is unique under the same hypotheses as in rational arithmetic and possible under the same hypotheses as in rational arithmetic.
If a, p are coprime, there exists one and icongruentially) only one £ such that ap^=ß mod p.
For a=v mod p, by the preceding section, and £=1-mod p; thus the given congruence is equivalent to £=/3 mod p.
As a special case we have the following:
If a, p are coprime, then a has with respect to the modulus p one and icongruentially) only one reciprocal.
The value of the reciprocal is given by £ = a=v mod p. For the case of more general a, p we have the following theorem :
The congruence ap£=ß mod p has no solution unless iagu)ßd; if this condition holds, and «gM = s> brp = mi, a = Spai, ß = 5pßi, then every solution is given by £ = Zisivppi) modp, [April where £1 is a properly selected element of the algebra satisfying the congruence aiP^i=ßi mod pi, and w is arbitrary.
We give the proof under interpretation I. Let
(1) a£ = ß mod ju, Conversely every solution of (1) is of the form (4) for some w. For from
(1) and (3) we deduce that oax£=oßx mod p, and by Bell, (1.5), ai£ = (Simodpi.
Hence £=;p\ mod pi, £ is with respect to p;i in the residue class generated by ßipi, and £=pVi' +Wi-But ftMi =ßiap'=ßp', ßipi is with respect to p.
in the residue class generated by ßp', and pVi =ß mod p;. Thus (4) must hold.
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